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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course MATH 1700-05 

Instructor Rachael  Norton 

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

I believe the course was effective in some ways to learn Statistics because
it will help us in the real world weighing the Pros and Cons of things.
although, it was challenging and time consuming I enjoyed certain sections
more than others. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

One aspect that was helpful to my learning was Coreq, Office hours, and
the tutor. Office hours I enjoyed being able to work with peers as well as
the professor. Coreq was fun to being able to work with others as well
chatting about the weekend. The tutor I have been working with the same
one for over a month now on a weekly basis and  they were very good at
explaining material so I understand it. SHOUTOUT to the Tutor center
taking time out of their day to help others.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I would not change anything about the course. I believe everything had a
reasonable due date and I really enjoyed the extra week extension without
penalty. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Some primary Strengths of Professor Norton are patient, understanding
and helpful. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Weaknesses in Norton? I do not see any weaknesses in her I think she did
a great job. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

I don't have any additional feedback but I just want to thank you, Thank you
for taking time out of your evenings to help me one on one, thank you for
being an amazing individual caring about each and everyone of your
students. 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied statisics

Instructor Rachel Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, it seemed easy to learn by watching videos and taking notes then
doing assignments right after.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Videos

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Sometimes during certain weeks there were lots of videos, I feel like
anything above  four is a lot.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Answers questions in detail

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

None

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

None
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course FA20_Applied Statistics-02

Instructor Rachel Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

It was somewhat effective. Ive always struggled with math so having to
learn it 100% online would be tough no matter who taught

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

the coreq and office hours

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

less engagement assignments

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

she was always willing and able to help

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Some weeks there were many videos that were very very long
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Math 1700

Instructor Racheal  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes. I have never taken a stats class before so I was super nervous on
how I would do in it. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos helped me so much this semester. It made it so much easier to
watch them and understand the work.  Webwork also helped me get a
better sense of what the work was asking me.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

It would have been helpful for the engagement assignments to give you a
little more leeway on how you input the answers. It is frustrating when you
kn ow the answer is right but there's too many decimals or you added a
space at the end of it and it marked it wrong. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Teaching the material in a way fro everyone to understand. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Getting sidetracked very easily 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course applied stats 

Instructor Rachel  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

yes it was the videos were very easy to understand and the zoom meetings
were very helpful for asking questions. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I think that making us do the practice problems during the lecture videos
was really helpful in learning how to do a certain thing. By making us do a
problem right after the examples really made me learn better. 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I think that some of the webworks were difficult just because they are
asking for very specific answers and it could get frustrating sometimes. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I think that she is always there to help her students and make sure that
they understand the topic and that they are succeeding in her course. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I personally do not think that professor Norton has a weakness because
she was always very helpful and you could tell that she always wanted
what was best for her students to help the succeed. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

I think that professor Norton really constructed a good class for it being all
online and it was a good class I have no complaints. 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Statistics Math 1700

Instructor Professor Norton  Logan

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, Professor Norton made each topic easy to understand and the videos
helped significantly. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I found the videos to be most helpful because along with giving us the pdf
of each slideshow, in the videos, Professor Norton took the time to do the
examples in each video.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I wouldn't necessarily say it needs to be "changed", but I always struggled
with the WeBWorK because of how specific they wanted each answer, to
the exact decimal or in fraction form, etc. I did not like that it wouldn't allow
you to complete the assignments until everything was 100% correct.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Professor Norton is a kind and caring professor who has always done
whatever she could to help her students, making this class enjoyable. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I, personally, did not see any of Professor Norton's weaknesses. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Statistics

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes and no. Yes, because I think the videos were very informative and
helpful, but no because I felt overwhelmed with the workload. I felt like I just
needed to get my assignments done instead of truly understanding them. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos were quite useful

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I think making sure we understand how exactly Webwork is  wanting our
answers formatted would be really helpful. I would sit there just trying
different forms of my answer to simply get marked correct. It could get
really frustrating.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She is very personable and easy to talk to and ask questions

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I think just the workload put on us was a little much

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

I don't think so!
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Stats 

Instructor Brenden  Marquis 

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

It was and wasn't, it was a hard transition over to online because its not the
best way for me to learn but I've learned strategies. The videos and
engagement assignments were really helpful and helped me learn the
material best because it was the closest way to the original way that I learn.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I really liked the videos because she went through the definitions and
examples clearly and in  a way for me to understand. 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I didn't really have a problem with any of the aspects of the class. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She got back really quickly and allowed for the use of after class time and
office hours to help me and others. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

there wasn't really a lot of weaknesses during the semester. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No. 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Stats

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, I feel as though especially considering the difficult circumstances of a
fully online modality, I was still presented with every opportunity to learn as
much as i needed to know regarding the course.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I feel that the Weekly duties list was a very helpful tool to stay organized
and serve as a reference for what to expect for the week. 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I would say that since I found the Weekly Duties list to be so helpful, that it
should be incorporated as a regular feature in the course to help students
stay organized.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Prof, Norton is very clear in her teaching style and cares deeply about
students understanding of the content.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

N/A

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

Keep doing what you are doing, I feel that this class was not only made
much easier by having you as my professor, but also enjoyable and
fascinating. thank you!
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachel Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

I learned statistics my senior year of high school, so some of the material
was review but some of it was new to me. Yes, the course helped my learn
new material and some review.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The main part of the course that helped me the most was watching the
videos and seeing step by step how you always did an example before the
practice questions. Doing the examples really helped me understand the
concept a lot more. Also having a list of weekly duties, I liked the set up on
that because it clearly tells you what to do within your week.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I wouldn't say there are any big things to change for this course, some
weeks were longer than others but I was always able to complete them.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

A strength was having the cores with the students because that gives us a
chance to ask any questions we need on the weeks assignments and it is
good to know that you are there to be able to ask questions other than not
being able to figure out the answer.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I am not sure of any weaknesses. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

You did a good job this semester on teaching for it being the first time
teaching stats, I would have never known
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Statistics

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

It is just really hard to learn online so i feel if this class was in person it
would be easier for me to keep up.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The practice problems really made me have to learn to material well so that
helped.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

very nice,  seems real smart and explains most things fairly well, organized
agenda every week (super helpful).

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

a lot of work to do 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Stats

Instructor Rachel  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

I believe my Professor did her best to teach us the material, but I found it
hard to stay engaged over zoom. In class would have been a better
environment for me to learn. I felt removed from the learning process and
struggled to keep up with work. I would have liked for there to be more
work in class rather than on our own for HW, I found myself having lots and
lots of questions. The HW seemed to be much harder than the work we
would do in class and the examples my professor would go over.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The Videos that my professor put out were great. she worked really hard on
those and these are what I learned the most from. The way that She set up
the weekly duties was really helpful as well.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I think that there should be longer classes with more engagement. We
should be doing problems and showing our work in class so our professor
can help us right then and there. I felt that the HW was a little much at
times and the work I did in class did not prepare me for the HW.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Preparation

She was always willing to help 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Expecting too much of me, I appreciate it but this year was rough.

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

She was honestly great 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics - MATH 1700-07

Instructor Rachael  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes it was effective and I learned a lot, as I have never taken a stats
course before. Dr. Norton was very great in having two office hours, along
with coreqs to give us plenty of opportunities to ask questions. I learned
well because the lesson plans and videos were very well-organized and
easy to know what you have to do for the week. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Definitely how well organized the course was and also having practice
problems to do in the videos to take that knowledge and do on your own

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The homework site, for it would be very particular in what answers you
input (you could have the right answer but it will say you are wrong
because of a decimal. Maybe a different site use?

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She is very kind and understanding, for she is not only a good instructor but
an even better person in general. She has no problem with helping you
when you are confused, she encourages asking. She also gets back to you
quickly

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She sometimes reads word for word off the slides and doesn't use her own
words to teach

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

Make sure that when you assign practice problems, they relate fully to what
we just learned in the lesson. Don't include any extra information 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics- 02

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes it was, the way you structured the class was very effective for me and
for once I felt like I understood a math class.  

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Definitely the videos helped so much. I would write down the problem i
would need to do and then go back to your videos and do it with you but in
my problem. If i missed something, I just needed to go back and it helped a
lot!!!

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Nothing, the class was good. You're very good at teaching online. I like the
coreq once a week. We have all time in the world for the EAs. One thing
that I was annoyed at was the webwork. Only because even though I would
get the right answer, it still marked it wrong based on how it looked. It was
very annoying but other than that it was good. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Everything youre doing awesome!!
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Stats 

Instructor Rachel  Norton 

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

A little. Online sucks 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The professor flexibility. And Blackboard use 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Webly hw 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Flexibility and proactive 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Videos were boring 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

Keep doing what your doing! 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Math 1700

Instructor professor  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

kind of. it was a little confusing taking it online but it was nice having videos
and coreqs

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

videos

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

im not sure

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

really calm and willing to help

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

im not sure
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Math 1700

Instructor Rachelle  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

yes it was, this was the first stats class didnt drop 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Coreqs were very helpful

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

homework would be easier through black board

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Explanations are very helpful 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

none

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No you're great 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachel  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes it was effective,  I really had an easy time with learning and catching
on to everything.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

One of the aspects that was most definitely helpful was that you would give
the videos and then the engagement assignments but they would be about
what we just learned so it wasn't too difficult and I felt I was actually
learning something.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

One aspect of the course that i would change is webwork, I really didn't like
the website at all in my opinion it was different from what we were working
on in the videos/

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Very helpful, caring about students that are behind, understanding, leaves
no student behind

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Long lecture videos

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

Thank you so much for teaching me all that I have learned and being such
an amazing teacher!
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Math 1700  - Applied Stats

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, it was very organized and the professor helped out alot

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos, helped me go at my own pace

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

the homework should be combined with the engagement assignments
rather than seperate

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She helped out alot on specific questions, always made sure if we needed
help privately or publicly

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

N/A

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

I procrastinated alot during this class but I know that this class and as a
professor, she helped alot in math, especially since I haven't learned math
in a very long time

I also recommended this class and her specifically to other students :)
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course applied stats

Instructor rachael norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

The course was effective 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

the homework assignments and videos were really helpful to me.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

nothing 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Great at breaking down how to do things

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

sometimes the videos were to much to watch 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

I think that this class was done well for having to be taught online
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics -Math 1700

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes.  Dr. Norton explained everything well, had great videos, and always
took the time during the week and in coreq to make sure we understood
everything and was up to date with work.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos helped me the most because they were thorough explanations
and she did every single problem step-by-step, usually with more than just
one example.  Another thing is being able to turn things in up to a week
later than the due date.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Towards the middle of the course for there to be some type of break such
as a week off from the "weekly duties." During the middle of the semester is
when students get the most work and re more stressed out and waiting for
thanksgiving break is long when there are piles of work to do in other
classes and you just need a break.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She is a very great teacher. Her explanations are A+ and she cares about
her students.  She is also fair.

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

no.
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Stats

Instructor Rachael  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes it was. It was effective because it broke down the material very clearly
and I could always look back at the videos if I needed help. Also, Dr.
Norton was very good at answering my question which helped me
understand the material better.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

One aspect was the weekly duites section so course organization. It told
me everything I needed to do and what was due for that week which was
very helpful.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

One imporvement is the homework. I felt the WebWork was a lot more
difficult than the engagement assingments. It also did not give you any
feedback on what you were doing wrong.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Professor Norton's primary strengths are organization, helpfulness,
flexibilty, and overall being a kind person.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Professor Norton's primary weaknesses are sometimes the work being too
much. The work in the beginning was very hard but she really cut down on
it towards the middle of the semester. Thank you for that!

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No I do not have any other constructive feedback.
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Math 1700 - Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachel Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, the course was very valuable in my learning of statistics. The course
material was simple yet also challenging too. The material we learned was
relevant and useful in the real world.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

One thing that kept the course interesting was the Projects. I loved Project
1 and while Project 2 was slightly less exciting, it still was fun to work on
them.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Sometimes the videos would be 30 minutes long and we'd have 5 or 6 of
them. This was a lot of work to do on time, as you expected us to turn in
the EA on Friday, meaning we'd have to do 1 or two each day, along with
homework and the EA. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She is really great at explaining concepts that aren't very clear and making
sure if we come to office hours that we know what we are doing by the time
we leave.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Personally, I had to put some of the videos on 1.5 speed because she
would take a decent chunk writing a response out, the longest lasting
almost 1.5 minutes out of a 25 minute video. If it were me, I would have
them pre-written to shorten the length of the video, even if only by a minute
or two.

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

Great job! I think you ran everything really well and most of my criticisms
are either related to the course work or a personal preference. If you follow
the advice given, then you have a near perfect course in my eyes. 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics 1700 

Instructor Rachael  Norton 

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, I learned a lot more in depth concepts than previous math classes. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The coreq's were very helpful in answering questions and talking with the
professor. 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I think the weekly videos sometimes were too long. I understand that
lectures would be that long, but I easily got distracted. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I believe Prof. Norton did a very good job at response times for emails and
also working with students when they did not understand a concept. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I do not have any that stand out to me. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

You did a great job at handling all of the students stress as math is not
easy to teach online! Very good job and I appreciate your time. 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statsitics

Instructor Rachel  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, the video were simplicit and easy to understand 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Having the practice after learning something new was useful because the
material was fresh in my mind

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Having to do the practice and then Webwork was kind of a lot. I think one
would be sufficient especially since WebWork is kind of glithcy 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

The videos were really detailed and I understood how to actually do the
problems 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Some of the videos were long and were part of long sections. 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Math 1700 Applied Statistics 

Instructor Rachael Norton 

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

In a way it was, in a way it wasn't. I have a hard time learning off of videos
but with an online course there is no really other way to successfully teach
students so I understand. I took statistics last year, my senior year in
highschool so some material I already knew how to do, but the material I
did not learn last year I had a harder time to successfully comprehend. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I really like the coreq aspect of the course. This truly gave students an
opportunity to visualize some things and get step by step directions on how
to complete a certain tasks. The coreqs were also ways for me to ask the
professor any questions I had about a particular thing.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I think the videos could have been more quick and straightfoward,
entertaining for students to watch and no final exam since an online
statistics class is hard enough. Maybe consider a different homework
website, the webwork website is excessively time consuming and
sometimes really hard to get all done, I know the other statistics professor
has a website where it gives examples right on the website that students
can follow while they complete the problem, I think it is called statcrunch.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Such a sweet professor, helps students understand concepts and answers
emails quickly. I love it how you allow students turn in late work, an extra
week really helps with last minute things to turn in! You are very
understanding of students and I feel you really want your students to
succeed. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Giving out a proctored timed final exam, the webwork... Also within the
videos I think it would be better if you give more similar examples to those
on the engagement activities so students can easily do those problems as
you do the examples. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No but thank you for a great semester! 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Stats 

Instructor Rachel  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, the course was effective in helping me learn statistics. For instance, I
enjoyed the second half of the semester more than the first half. The
second half featured powerful applications I wasn't aware of in my time
studying mathematics.  When I am deeply curious about the topic I am
engaged in my studies. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

My favorite part about the course was the combination of videos and
homework. As the semester grew to a close, I liked how the videos were
shorter and more concise. The HW was always a comfortable length as
well. 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Instead of assigning the Islands projects for a portion of the semester, I
suggest we use that time to study Bayesian statistics. The topic seems very
interesting and counter-intuitive and I think it's applications could be
abstracted for further use for topics in Philosophy and Logic.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Prepared to teach the given material. Engaging personality.  Great at
uncovering common mistakes.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Topic selection. Providing big picture context of the topic. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Somewhat because I learned some stuff in Applied Statistics.  

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Homework and videos for class, along with powerpoint slides are most
helpful to me in this class.                       

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I found the homework to be significantly easier than the Engagemtn
Assignments for some reason, maybe that could be changed in some way. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She is organized with displaying the material on Blackboard and the
videos, slides, Assignments/ Projects, and Homework are very accessible. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I personally found her teaching style to be difficult to learn the material well
from, but they may just be my personal opinion. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

I don't know.  
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Erin  Norton 

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, we were given all the information needed to be successful.  

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Videos

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

the amount of work given 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

having hours to help the students 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I disliked weBeWork 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachel Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

yes it was the professor was very clear in her videos and she helped very
well every time you needed it.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

course organization videos and EAs.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

WebWork

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

very clear instructions
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Intro to Stats

Instructor Rachel  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes because I definitely learned a lot about the topic that I did not know
before.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I liked watching the videos and go at my own pace so I could understand
the topics.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The webwork assignments were very difficult for me for some reason, so
maybe doing another type of assignment instead?

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She really helped and made sure everyone knew the material.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I can't think of any weaknesses of her.

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

Not really, just maybe the videos not be as long or use another type of
assignment other than webwork.
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course math 1700

Instructor rachael norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

I got a good understanding of some of the material in stats

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I liked how we can redo the engagement assignments until we are happy
with our grades

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I had a lot of trouble on the homework because I felt like it was different
sometimes than what was for the engagement assignments

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

she makes sure we understand and also asks if we have questions

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I honestly can't think of any
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course stats

Instructor Dr. Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

yes, because I got a better understanding on how to do stats.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos because it taught me step by step.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The webwork

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She's very patient and diligent. She always tries to help her students come
up with a solution.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I don't think she has any weaknesses.

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

Thank you for being very understanding and helping me throughout this
semester.
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachel Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

yes. very helpful and understanding teacher.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

u liked having the coreqs where we were given time to ask question... the
videos were very helpful and everything was taught well.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

some of the questions on a few of the webwork assignments were very
complicated and i was unable to recall learning about the topic so i had to
look up how to complete it myself.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

always willing to help, very understanding, very quick responding to
emails/questions, overall a very good teacher who i would enjoy having
again.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

online classes can be very difficult

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

thanks for your help this semester!
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Math 1700

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes I thought this course was great. Most of the topics were explained very
well and I liked how the professor was very flexible if you needed help with
something. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos and examples in the course were very helpful. I liked how we
would have practice example as well so that we could practice doing the
skill. I liked how we could redo the engagement assignments which was
very helpful but I was not a fan of the WebWork as it was difficult and very
picky. 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The homework should be changed to a different program because it was
difficult and your answer has to be exact in order to get it correct and move
on. The videos could also be a little bit shorter. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She was always willing to help you and explained things very well. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

The videos were sometimes really long and I had a hard time staying
focused during the long videos. A few more example for some sections like
the hypothesis section would have been helpful. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No, I liked this course and it was not as bad as I thought it was going to be!
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics-07

Instructor Rachel  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

At first yes it really did but as the class went on I found myself caring less
and paying attention less.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos helped a lot due to they helped you and showed you a step by
step process.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

More videos that dive deeper down and maybe more then one practice
problem due to it felt like we would just jump from one topic to the next and
never use the previous material.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

He compassion for the students she understands us students and is here
for all of us.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

A weakness that I noticed was being able to explain a lot of the material
due to I was just confused on what I needed to do some weeks.

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No, I overall loved this class and it was enjoyable.
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Intro to Stats

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, I had a statistics class in high school and so a lot of this was the same
as what i learned then, but this was a good and helpful class and I definitely
learned a lot more.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos and engagement assignments were the most helpful to my
learning. I do great with examples and then practices on my own, because
then I see exactly what is needed to do and I can easily do it on my own.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I feel like we could have gone over the material more in the coreqs,
sometimes I feel like things we did in the coreq weren't much help to my
learning. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

You had great course organization and you were very understanding and
forgiving with work, which was a super huge help especially with the
difficulties of this remote learning.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

You didn't have many weaknesses, I actually cant even think of one to pin
point. Only things is the coreqs that I sometimes feel didn't help me much.

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No I think that pretty much covers it, you did a good job teaching this
course and making it as stress free as possible, thank you!!!!!!
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachel Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, Professor Norton  worked to the best of her ability with the
circumstances we are under to teach me statistics.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Probably the coreq just because it was a live video with feedback and it
wasn't me just watching a prerecorded video of Professor . Norton

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I would have liked maybe a little study guide for each week or even like a
small list of words with the big topics that we would have been discussing
for the week so that I could have had an idea of what I would be learning
before starting the videos for the week 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She was very good at explaining things in a different way if the first
explanation wasn't clear

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Again this isn't Professor Nortons fault due to the circumstances of the
semester, its just I am very much a visual learner I do well when I can sit in
the classroom with the teacher and take notes in person and watching
videos was a struggle for me as I get distracted easily and then would find
myself having to go back constantly to rewatch the parts that I missed.
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachel Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes because the engagement assignments really helped out and with the
videos and doing the examples to see how it was done was good. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I feel like one aspect would be that the homework should be not closed
because some are busy doing the engagement assignments

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

The clear detail and work she does when she does the videos and provides
examples

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

No weaknesses 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course applied statistics

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

there was good teaching, but i found it hard to focus while having online
class instead of in person meetings, which led to not being able to get all
the work done

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

the coreq was helpful because we were  able to meet, even though it was
online, it still gave us the chance to be able to see the intstuctor

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

making sure everyone was understanding the explanations

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

i feel like there was a lot of work, and we didnt go over it which is
something i think would've helped
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Math 1700 Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, I actually really enjoyed the format of this course.  I liked that there
were videos for us always available so that we could go back and watch
them when we needed and how we had the pdf file also available to us.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Definitely the videos, they were very nice because unlike a lecture, you can
pause and rewind a video.  I also really appreciated that the engagement
assignments were unlimited attempts, it made me more confident and
allowed for me to try out multiple answers, it also allowed me to see what I
had done wrong before. 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The only part of the course I didn't enjoy was WebWork.  I found the
website to be difficult to deal with and sometimes they only took extremly
specific answers (if you rounded it they wouldn't take it).  I also wished that
we were shown how to solve problems on our calculators because google
sheets was sometimes a struggle for me.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Her ability to thoroughly explain concepts and her patience.  She was very
caring and understanding when we had questions and you could tell that
she genuinely wanted to see us suceed.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

N/A

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

Keep up the good work, I really enjoyed this class and your bubbly
personality!
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, I liked how you went through multiple examples in videos and went
slowly through each question. It really does help with math when the
teacher constantly repeats how they got to each step, which you do.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I like the engagement assignments, especially with the unlimited attempts,
it made me feel like it wasn't for a grade as much and that I was more
focused on learning the actually material.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I would suggest for the videos to put time stamps and label them for where
the links are. For example instead of saying like video 1.2 say "population,
sample, and variables" because to be honest I don't remember what any of
the sections are and it's hard to connect what I'm learning about if it's just
labeled as a number. I also suggest making things that have exact answers
multiple choice. There were many times I tried a problem so many times
and ended being frustrated because I couldn't get the EXACT number.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

You are a very patient professor and you genuinely seem to care how
successful people are. I feel like it's really easy to ask you questions and I
never feel shy asking them.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I don't think you have any weaknesses really, it's just wicked difficult to do
math online and meet once a week, but that's not your fault at all. I think
you did a really good job with what you had to work with, I know teaching
online can be terrible for not only students but professors as well, so we
appreciate you.

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

I think the only constructive feedback was what I said before about labeling
the videos with title names and making a lot of the engagement
assignments more with multiple choice.
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachel Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, the visual way it was taught helped me a lot and explanation of
problems along with having questions answered fully helped me fully
understand statistics. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Engagement assignments were really effective and helped me
problem-solve while having the chance to give questions multiple tries.  

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I don't really think anything should be changed, the organization and
teaching methods Professor Norton use are really beneficial to us as
students, if there was anything it would just be maybe to decrease the
workload just a little bit, it was a little difficult to keep up with in addition to
having other classes.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Answering questions, showing visuals, breaking down problems step-by
step, explaining correct answers and the videos that she made were really
informative and taught at a good pace. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

none

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

Other then maybe in the future decreasing the workload just a little bit, I
personally had classes that had a lot of work through out the week so it
was difficult to keep up
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Stats

Instructor Racheal  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

yes. the videos helped

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

videos

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Towards the start it was alot of work to do and became overwhelming 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Being Understanding!!!!

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

Having doing a EA and homework was hard if you fell behind 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachel Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, this course was effective. I can look back at my notes and remember
how to do the problems. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos really helped me learn since I could back and look at things I
might not have understood the first time. 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I don't currently have suggestions for what could be improved. Everything
has been beneficial to me. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

A primary strength of hers would be going into in depth detail to be sure
that the students understand a concept.  In assigned videos and coreq, Dr.
Norton always addresses all questions with a detailed, helpful response. If
a student still doesn't understand a concept Dr. Norton further clarifies with
examples which really helps. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

There are no weaknesses that I have seen in Professor Norton as an
instructor. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

I have no other constructive feedback at this time. 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied Statistics

Instructor Rachael  Norton 

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes, the course was fairly effective, especially for being a remote class.
The instructor made sure that even though we didn't meet that much, she
would always be available to us.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

One aspect of the course that was helpful was the videos she posted.
Professor walked the class through her slideshows, provided examples for
each topic, and explained everything to the best of her ability. In addition to
that, in the coreq she would help us with any homework questions we had. 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

One aspect of the course that should be changed is the amount of
homework given. Though, at one point, she did catch on and lowered the
amount of homework that she gave. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Professor Norton is very open to questions and shows that she cares that
her students understand the material. She has been understanding towards
her students given the pandemic. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I feel she could have provided better communication. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course math 1700

Instructor rachael norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

I got a good understanding of some of the material in stats

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I liked how we can redo the engagement assignments until we are happy
with our grades

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

I had a lot of trouble on the homework because I felt like it was different
sometimes than what was for the engagement assignments

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

she makes sure we understand and also asks if we have questions

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I honestly can't think of any
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course FA20 Applied Statistics -05

Instructor Rachael Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Although it was a bit challenging, this course was effective in helping me
learn statistics because the professor made videos to teach us and
demonstrate step by step problem solving instead of just sending us notes.

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos and coreqs was extremely helpful because they were a great
source to go to when I was confused, struggling with a problem, and
needed help. 

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Webworks should have a need help button where it doesn't give you the
answers, but instead gives you some help so you can recall the steps.

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

The primary strengths of professor Norton as an instructor is that she gives
us a certain time frame to get our work done and passed in because she
understands we have other classes and professors who do not do the
same and flood us with work.

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

I thought everything Professor Norton did was great, I did not see any
weaknesses. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

N/A
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Applied statistics 

Instructor Rachael Norton 

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

Yes it was effective. 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The videos were helpful.

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

The workload was way to much. Considering taking other classes and
working full time. There was way to much work to do. The engagement
assignments along with webwork assignments was just overwhelming. 

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

She makes time for her students and helps them. 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Assigning too much work for students to finish. 

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

I like the videos you made to go along with the engagements assignments.
They were very helpful. And allowing students to finish work late was so
helpful. But the workload was too much for a student that is taking other
classes and working. 
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Student Course Evaluation Form

Course Math 1700

Instructor Rachelle  Norton

Term Fall

Was the course effective in helping you
learn statistics? Why or why not?

yes it was, this was the first stats class didnt drop 

What is one aspect of the course that
was helpful to your learning? (Consider
course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

Coreqs were very helpful

What is one aspect of the course that
should be changed? What suggestions
do you have for improvement?
(Consider course organization, videos,
engagement assignments, homework,
coreq, etc.)

homework would be easier through black board

What are the primary strengths of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

Explanations are very helpful 

What are the primary weaknesses of
Professor Norton as an instructor?

none

Is there any other constructive feedback
you have for Professor Norton?

No you're great 


